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facing law firms, according to a survey we
recently carried out at Equal to 3 – with
nearly half (45%) of firms saying they are
ineffective in this area, 

The survey asked legal practitioners
and marketing professionals from around
the UK seven simple questions about
digital client relationships. The results
show that law firms are increasingly
adapting to a digital world, but highlight
some basic but fundamental questions
that every firm should be thinking about.
Here are just a few.

Winning new clients through your
website
According to our survey, firms are rela-
tively confident in their websites as a
means to winning new clients, with 69%
saying they are effective in doing this.
Surprisingly, however, two-thirds (65%)
say that their websites are still used
primarily to communicate services, part-
ners and office details. This latter finding
seems to suggest that many firms’
websites are still glorified online
brochures, which is perhaps at odds with
respondents’ confidence in their ability to
generate new business. 

These results underline the critical
importance of aligning business and
digital marketing strategy. This in turn
raises questions about what law firms’
websites are actually for. For most of our
survey respondents it seems, they are a
key driver of new business – one of the
principal weapons in both establishing a
clearly differentiated value proposition to
prospective clients and in the delivery of
relevant content to engage them.

Most firms have embraced ‘thought
leadership’ and know-how content as a
means of facilitating conversations with
potential clients and sharing that content
through a range of digital channels. But
websites are never ‘finished’ – they
should evolve based on continually devel-
oping insight and understanding of client
requirements, feeding from all channels.

Closer examination of the websites we
surveyed reveals a surprising lack of
linkage between different types of web
content. While it may be true that many
firms’ most frequently visited pages are
office locations and partner profiles, are
they making the most of these pages to
cross-sell their know-how? Firms should
be asking themselves how they can
enhance the user experience when
seeking this type of factual information?
Surely there are missed opportunities
here. 

All too often, however, it seems that

Test driving
the digital
professional
firm
How are firms meeting changing client
expectations through their websites? Steve
Smith and Tim Reed discuss some key
challenges for firms based on recent research.

The growing importance of digital
client relationships to profes-
sional firms is unquestionable.
Digital is arguably the single

biggest transformational change that
firms face. 

The sheer volume of information
available online has created completely
new client dynamics. Clients want round-
the-clock access to advice and knowledge.

Business audiences are increasingly influ-
enced by many of the same digital
dynamics affecting retail customers.
Firms need to embrace change to keep
up. 

Our survey says…
The ability of firms’ websites to enhance
services to existing clients is one of the
the biggest digital marketing challenges

This article originally
appeared in professional
marketing magazine. For
further details go to
www.pmforumglobal.com
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We’re going places. So will you.
In March 2015 Totum moved into a new, larger o�ce in Austin Friars. In response to a buoyant market and the 
continued investment by our clients in our specialist areas, we will be embarking on an exciting period of growth 
to further consolidate our position as the leading recruiter of business services professionals into law �rms. 

In a slightly revised structure we will have teams which specialise in Business Development/Marketing,  
Human Resources, Finance, General Management and International roles. Speci�c opportunities exist across  
all of these areas. We are therefore looking for experienced recruiters in any of these specialist functions. 

This growth will be implemented carefully and thoughtfully and we will be sure to recruit people who are 
aligned with our approach and ethos, which is all about client service, integrity and in depth knowledge of  
our market. We care very much about our business, people trust us and we are very proud of that. 

If you would like to learn more about a career with Totum please do get in touch.

Deborah Gray
deborah.gray@totumpartners.com

+44 (0)20 7332 6331

Contact

www.totumpartners.com

technology

• What is different about our website
compared to our competitors?

Ensuring an effective mobile client
experience 
Our survey respondents appear more
confident about their clients’ digital inter-
action with firms while on the move, with
62% believing this is effective. However
our review of participating firms’
websites reveals a much lower level of
mobile enablement than these results
would suggest.

Adopting a ‘mobile first’ approach
involves another critical mindshift –
considering the fastest growing platforms
first and scaling up to larger format
tablets, laptops and desktops.

Also core to a well-managed mobile
strategy is a single source of content,
ensuring that the mobile experience isn’t
a ‘poor relation’ of the desktop experi-
ence. It’s essential that firms consider
what users want when they’re on the
move, how they will use information and
how it will be delivered?

This is not simply a question of re-
sizing from the desktop to the tablet or
mobile device. App-savy mobile users
require and expect an entirely different
user interface to the traditional website.
But as mobile becomes the primary
digital communication device, the
number of simple functions, such as a
partner search or office finder that simply
don’t work on a mobile is worrying.

Key questions to consider:
• Are we meeting our clients’ require-
ments as they interact with our firms
via hand-held devices?

• How will we deliver information to
clients and contacts in the future?

Adapt to survive
To compete and stay ahead, firms must
continue to adapt to the digital needs and
expectations of their clients and
prospects. This in turn places new
demands on marketing teams, the func-
tions they perform and the skills they
require. We hope the pointers above have
provided some useful food for thought
and would welcome your views.

the website becomes a dumping ground
for information pandering to particular
fee earners or practice areas. Instead they
should follow a meaningful editorial
policy and form part of an integrated
marketing strategy.

Key questions to consider:
• Is our online strategy fully aligned with
our business strategy?

• Are we capturing client and prospect
preferences in sufficient depth through
our website?

• Are we making the most of our most
visited web pages by linking them to
rich content?

Enhancing services to your
existing clients through your
website
Our survey suggests that the use of
websites by firms as a means to enhance
client service remains a poor second to
their principal role as new business
generators. 

While online will and conveyancing
services are now a familiar part of the
retail legal market, use of more sophisti-
cated digital enhancements to service
delivery are harder to find. “It’s just not
how we do things” is often the cry. 

But like it or not, clients now operate
in a digital world. The rules have changed
and the opportunities to connect are
greater than ever. This applies to existing
clients as much as to newer prospects.
Firms need to consider how their content
can be tailored to clients to facilitate
cross-selling of additional services and to
encourage satisfied customers to make
referrals – often a firm’s two biggest
sources of new business.

However these efforts are often
hampered by partner resistance and ring-
fencing of client relationships. This,
combined with the complex taxonomy
behind the delivery of truly personalised
digital communication, can prevent firms
from capitalising on these opportunities. 

Key questions to consider:
• How does our firm’s digital strategy
support business development from
existing clients?

• What does our firm’s website offer to
existing clients that isn’t available to
other users?

Differentiating your firm through
your website
Another surprise from our research is the
fact that a third (33%) of respondents
said that their firms do not clearly differ-

entiate themselves online – perhaps the
single biggest marketing challenge for
most firms in an increasingly competitive
legal market. 

Websites are a very versatile medium
to convey a brand personality, but the
market continues to be crowded with ‘me
too’ websites. Even the scantest of
reviews of firms’ online presence suggests
that they often still struggle to articulate
their USPs. The familiar platitudes about
satisfied clients and strong relationships
are unlikely to be sufficient in the face of
new competitive forces and more innova-
tive business models that clients are faced
with.

Whether it’s being the market leader
in a region or practice area, focusing on a
niche market, providing online services
or fixed fee arrangements, firms need to
focus on points of difference and build
strong brand positioning around them,
including the effective use of the digital
technology. Indeed, the use of digital
technology can, in itself, be a key differ-
entiator. 

Of course, this goes way beyond visual
identity, web design or even functionality
and ease of navigation – crucial though
these are. The most successful firms have
created a distinctive digital presence,
tone of voice – some would even say atti-
tude – that goes beyond the “our service-
our sectors-our partners” formulae to
create genuine destination digital brands. 

The starting point should be the
firm’s strategic aims and how its brand is
positioned to support those aims, based
on a detailed assessment of the needs of
its audiences.

Key questions to consider:
• What is our USP? No, really, what is
our USP?

• Does our brand positioning support
our business strategy?

What is our USP? 

No, really, what is our
USP?

Steve Smith and Tim Reed are directors of Equal
to 3, a strategic partnership between Thirdperson
and Eurisko. Visit: www.equalto3.com


